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ABSTRACT

Side-channel attacks are a major threat to the security of crypto-
graphic implementations, particularly for small devices that are
under the physical control of the adversary. While several strategies
for protecting against side-channel attacks exist, these often fail
in practice due to unintended interactions between values deep
within the CPU. To detect and protect from side-channel attacks,
several automated tools have recently been proposed; one of their
common limitations is that they only support first-order leakage.

In this work, we present Rosita++, the first automated tool for
detecting and eliminating higher-order leakage from cryptographic
implementations. Rosita++ proposes statistical and software-based
tools to allow high-performance higher-order leakage detection. It
then uses the code rewrite engine of Rosita (Shelton et al. NDSS
2021) to eliminate detected leakage. For the sake of practicality we
evaluate Rosita++ against second and third order leakage, but our
framework is not restricted to only these orders.

We evaluate Rosita++ against second-order leakage with three-
share implementations of two ciphers, present and Xoodoo, and
with the second-order Boolean-to-arithmetic masking, a core build-
ing block of masked implementations of many cryptographic prim-
itives, including SHA-2, ChaCha and Blake. We show effective
second-order leakage elimination at a performance cost of 36% for
Xoodoo, 189% for present, and 29% for the Boolean-to-arithmetic
masking. For third-order analysis, we evaluate Rosita++ against
the third-order leakage using a four-share synthetic example that
corresponds to typical four-share processing. Rosita++ correctly
identified this leakage and applied code fixes.

1 INTRODUCTION

Cryptography is one of the main tools used to protect data, both
in transit and at rest. With the increased proliferation of small
computing devices into every aspect of modern life, secure cryp-
tography is more important than ever. Traditionally, the security
of cryptographic primitives was evaluated in terms of their mathe-
matical function. However, in 1996 Kocher [36] demonstrated that
the computation of a cryptographic primitive can interact with the
environment in which it is computed. Such side channels can leak
information about the internal state of the computation, leading to
a potential collapse of the security of the implementation.

Since then, significant effort has been invested in researching
side-channel attacks. On the offensive side, attacks have been demon-
strated against various types of primitives, including symmetric
ciphers [6, 46], public-key systems [28, 44] post-quantum cryptog-
raphy [2], and non-cryptographic implementations [4, 60, 62, 67].
These attacks exploit various side channels, such as power con-
sumption [37] electromagnetic emanations [24, 52], microarchi-
tectural state [8, 27, 40], and even acoustic and photonic emis-
sions [29, 38]. On the defensive side, proposals range over hard-
ware designs that reduce emissions [15], software solutions that
ensure secret-independent execution [27], adding noise to hide the
signal [45], and information masking techniques [13, 35, 48].

Masking techniques, in particular, are considered promising be-
cause they provide a theoretical basis that guarantees protection.
In a nutshell, these operate by splitting secrets into multiple shares,
such that to recover a secret, an attacker needs to observe all of the
shares that comprise the secret. For example, in order-𝑑 Boolean
masking, a secret 𝑣 is split into 𝑑 + 1 shares, 𝑣0, . . . , 𝑣𝑑 such that for
1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑑 , 𝑣𝑖 is chosen uniformly at random, and 𝑣0 is selected such
that 𝑣0 = 𝑣 ⊕ 𝑣1 ⊕ 𝑣2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ 𝑣𝑑 . Such schemes are considered safe be-
cause attackers are limited in the number of observations they can
made on the internal state of the implementations. Thus a 𝑑-order
secure implementation which consists of 𝑑 + 1 shares, is secure
against an attacker that can observe up to 𝑑 internal values [35].

Despite the theoretical security, masked implementations of-
ten fail to provide the promised resistance in practice. A main
cause for this failure is unintended interactions between values
processed by the hardware, which allow an attacker to observe mul-
tiple shares with a single observation [3, 25, 49]. Thus, to protect
against unintended interactions, designers need to first implement
the cryptographic primitives aiming for best protection and then
go through several rounds of evaluation. In each such round, the
implementation is evaluated for the presence of leakage and then
tweaked to eliminate observed leakage. The process usually repeats
until no evidence of leakage is observed. This experimental process
is expensive because it requires significant expertise, both in the de-
sign of cryptographic primitives, and in setting up and performing
analysis of hardware measurements.

To reduce the effort required for producing side-channel resistant
implementations, a designer may elect to use a leakage emulator [11,
42, 49, 65] instead of evaluating the hardware. A recent proposal
goes one step further and suggests Rosita, a tool that combines a



leakage emulator with softwaremanipulation techniques, providing
automatic elimination of side-channel leakage [61]. However, one
limitation of Rosita is that it only provides first-order security and
cannot protect against higher-order attacks. Thus, in this paper we
ask the following question:

Can we automatically detect and correct higher-order side-channel
leakage from implementations protected with masking?

1.1 Our Contribution

In this work we present Rosita++, an extension to Rosita [61]
that performs higher-order leakage detection and mitigation. At
its core, Rosita++ extends the leakage detection and root-cause
analysis capabilities of Rosita to support high-order analysis. It
then uses the Rosita code rewrite engine to modify the evaluated
implementation and eliminate leakage.While Rosita++ can analyse
and fix code at any order, in this work we concentrate on second-
and third-order leakage. We do not investigate orders higher than
three for the sake of practicality. The complexity of third-order
side-channel analysis is significant and the analysis requires tens of
millions of traces (i.e. number of side-channel measurements). We
expect that fourth-order analysis would require at least hundreds
of millions of traces (i.e. months of trace acquisition with a similar
setup to ours), making such analyses impractical in many scenarios.

Implementing Rosita++ is far from straightforward. The main
appeal of high-order secure implementations is that high-order
analysis is significantly more complex then first-order analysis. In
particular, we identify three main challenges: the impact of the
quadratic (for second order) and cubic (for third order) increases
in trace lengths on the statistical tools used for the analysis, the
explosion in the amount of data that needs be processed both due
to the increase in trace length and because of the required increase
in the number of required traces, and the complexities involved in
performing multivariate root-cause analyses.

To address these challenges, we develop statistical software tools
that allow robust and efficient high-order leakage analysis. Our
software tools can combine and analyse millions of traces each
with thousands of sample points and perform efficient bivariate
and trivariate analysis on the combined traces.We believe that these
tools are of independent value for the side-channel community and
could be used for high-order analysis in a wide-range of cases.

We assess the second-order effectiveness of Rosita++ with
three cryptographic primitives, which represent different points
in the design space of symmetric cryptography. Present [56] is a
popular lightweight block cipher with a traditional substitution-
permutation network design. We extend the two-share present
implementation of Sasdrich et al. [56] to support three shares. In
contrast, Xoodoo [19, 20] is a modern cryptographic primitive that
underlies multiple higher-level primitives [19]. We implement a
three-share version of Xoodoo, building on the non-linear 𝜒 layer
from Keccak. Finally, we evaluate Boolean-to-arithmetic mask-
ing [32] which is a cryptographic building block that converts
a Boolean mask to an arithmetic mask, and is often required in im-
plementing side-channel resistant instances of cryptographic algo-
rithms that mix Boolean and arithmetic operations, e.g., SHA-2 [47],
ChaCha [5], Blake [1], Skein [23], IDEA [39], and RC6 [55]. We

implemented the second-order Boolean-to-arithmetic masking of
Hutter and Tunstall [33].

We show that Rosita++ removes all leakage detected in the
real experiment up to 2 million traces in Xoodoo and Boolean-to-
arithmetic masking. For present all but one leakage point were
removed. Further, we find that Rosita++ only requires to emulate
500,000 traces to achieve the same level of protection as achieved
by analysing 2 million side-channel traces from physical hardware.
Rosita++ is available as an open-source project at https://github.
com/0xADE1A1DE/Rositaplusplus.

In summary, in this work we make the following contributions:
• We explore automated tools for automatic second and third order

side-channel detection and protection. (Section 3.1.)
• We develop statistical and software tools for addressing the chal-

lenges. (Sections 3.2 to 3.4.)
• We build Rosita++, the first tool to automatically detect and

remove unintended high-order leakage, evaluate it on three cryp-
tographic primitives and demonstrate its efficiency. (Section 4.)

• We made Rosita++ and the associated tools available as open
source.

1.2 Organisation of this paper

Section 2 introduces the necessary background on side-channel
attacks, masking, univariate and multivariate side-channel leakage
assessment methods, leakage emulators and automatic countermea-
sures, and statistical tools that we use in this work. In Section 3, we
describe the design for Rosita++ and in particular how we extend
Rosita to higher orders and what the challenges we face. We also
describe multivariate root-cause analysis and how Rosita improves
the code security by code rewrites. Subsequently, in Section 4, we
present the results of our evaluation, including both the emulation
results and the complimentary side-channel measurement evalua-
tion. Finally, in Section 5 we conclude the paper.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Side-Channel Attacks

Traditional cryptanalysis attacks aim to extract secrets from crypto-
graphic algorithms by focusing on the mathematical aspects of such
algorithms. Side-channel attacks, in contrast, focus on obtaining
internal values processed by the algorithm, which are not expected
to become public. This information is gained by exposing interme-
diate values of an algorithm through the process of collection and
analysis of measurements of physical phenomena. Such phenomena
include timing, power consumption, acoustics, electro-magnetic
emanations or properties such as various internal states of CPU
components.

In 1996, Kocher [36] was the first to publish an exploit of side-
channel leakage to recover secret information that was processed
by a cryptographic algorithm. The algorithm in question was im-
plemented with high performance in mind, and therefore ran in
non-constant time; this allowed the timing differences for differ-
ent inputs to be exploited. Subsequently, Kocher et al. [37] used
side-channel information from power consumption to recover se-
cret information in a new type of attack called Differential Power
Analysis (DPA). In DPA, an attacker calculates a differential trace
by finding the difference between averages of measured traces of
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a certain bit being 1 or 0 given a plaintext and a guessed part of the
key. With an incorrect guess for part of the key the sum of all differ-
ence of averages along the trace would converge to zero while for
a correct guess this converges to a non-zero value. The model that
Kocher et al. [37] used assumes that each individual bit of an inter-
mediate value contributed to the power consumption of the device
such that (with enough traces) it could be revealed. By extending
the same idea to the power consumption of a register, we arrive at
the Hamming weight model. This model states that the consumed
power is proportional to the number of bits that are set [43].

In another type of attack, called Correlation Power Analysis
(CPA), Brier et al. [10] used the correlation coefficient as a side-
channel distinguisher, i.e. the statistical method used for the key
recovery. CPA allows an attacker to recover parts of a key that
is used in a cipher by using a known plaintext attack: samples
measured using a single probe are correlated against a synthetic
power value that is generated from an intermediate value calculated
for all values that a subkey can take. Commonly, the power model
used for CPA is either Hamming weight or Hamming distance. In
the Hamming distance model the consumed power is proportional
to the number of different bits between two intermediate values.
Such leakage can occur in practice when an intermediate value
stored in a register is overwritten with another value.

2.2 Side-Channel Leakage Assessment

Side-channel leakage assessment measures how vulnerable a device
is to side-channel attacks. This cannot be an exhaustive assessment,
as it is impossible to try all possible attacks on a device. However,
such assessment is still valuable to the manufacturers of secure
devices as they can benchmark a level of security of devices during
the design and manufacturing process.

In side-channel leakage assessment, the main question we try to
answer is whether the evaluated device shows significant leakage.
Therefore, a device must show statistically significant leakage to
be classified as insecure. Standards such as International Standard
ISO/IEC 17825:2016(E) [34] build on a methodology called Test
Vector Leakage Assessment (TVLA) that was initially presented
by Goodwill et al. [31]. The TVLA methodology uses Welch’s 𝑡-
test [66] to detect statistical differences between sample distribu-
tions that are measured when the device processes different inputs.
Two main test configurations are specified: the fixed vs. random
configuration and the fixed vs. fixed configuration. The reason for
calculating such differences is that a protected cipher implementa-
tion should not be emitting any information that would let an eval-
uator differentiate the data it processes. If the calculated difference
is statistically insignificant, the device is regarded as side-channel
free in the context that it was tested on. It has been demonstrated
that the results of 𝑡-tests should not be misinterpreted as a single
test that decides if a device is secure or not [64]. Specifically, the
result only suggests that the 𝑡-test failed to find leakage for the
specific fixed inputs used and number of traces collected from the
device. For different fixed input values or for a greater number of
traces significant leakage could be observable.

Welch’s 𝑡-test defines a statistic called the 𝑡-value which is calcu-
lated from the means (𝑋 1 and 𝑋 2) and variances (𝑠21 and 𝑠

2
2 ) of dis-

tributions of collected traces at a given sample point. The 𝑡-statistic

follows a Student’s 𝑡-distribution with 𝑣 degrees of freedom. Given
the number of samples in each distribution as 𝑛1 and 𝑛2, the 𝑡-value
(𝑡 ) and degree of freedom (𝑣) are calculated as:

𝑡 =
𝑋 1 − 𝑋 2√︂
𝑠21
𝑛1
+ 𝑠22

𝑛2

and 𝑣 =

(
𝑠21
𝑛1
+ 𝑠22

𝑛2

)2
(
𝑠21
𝑛1

)2
𝑛1−1 +

(
𝑠22
𝑛2

)2
𝑛2−1

.

The 𝑡-value tells us how significantly different the two distri-
butions are. The hypothesis that these two distributions originate
from the same population needs to be rejected with some given
level of confidence to show that they are different. This process is
known as hypothesis testing. Hypothesis testing is the scientific
method of ruling out hypotheses by rejecting them based on signif-
icant evidence against them. The null hypothesis is the hypothesis
that we assume to be correct by default. In TVLA, we assume that
the device is not leaky until evidence, such as a significant 𝑡-value
from the 𝑡-test rejects it in favour of the alternative hypothesis. The
alternative hypothesis here states that the two sample distributions
are statistically different, which implies that the considered device
is leaky. The threshold value of 4.5 for significant leakage is chosen
at a significance level (𝛼) of 0.00001 under the assumptions that
𝑠1 ≈ 𝑠2 and 𝑛1 ≈ 𝑛2, such that the total number of traces (𝑛1 + 𝑛2)
is greater than 1,000 [57].

Using naive methods to compute 𝑡-values may result in numeri-
cal errors due to cancellation effects [12]. Schneider andMoradi [57]
demonstrated computational improvements to overcome such is-
sues. They also suggested online calculation of 𝑡-values in a single
pass, speeding up the calculations compared to more naive methods.
Another common concern with the evaluation of masked imple-
mentations is the typical 𝑡-test threshold of 4.5. This value assumes
a single independent 𝑡-test. This threshold value is inadequate for
large numbers of sample points, as the possibility of false positives
(i.e. classification of leakage at sample points as significant when
there is no actual leakage) increases due to the increased number of
tests. Ding et al. [22] discussed this further and proposes a method
to increase the 𝑡-test threshold according to the degree of freedom
of the 𝑡-test [57] and number of samples.

2.3 Masking Techniques and Higher-Order

Side-Channel Attacks

To protect ciphers against side-channel attacks, a technique called
masking [13, 43] has been proposed. With masking, a sensitive
intermediate value is split into multiple parts by using additional
randomness. The additional random values are referred to asmasks
and the values that the original value is split into are referred to as
shares. Depending on the order of masking, the number of shares
increases. For example, in a 𝑑th order masking scheme there are
𝑑 + 1 shares in use. Only when all of the shares are combined, the
original value can be revealed.

Since masked implementations are secure against traditional
attacks such as DPA and CPA, these attacks have been generalised
to overcome masking by exploiting several leakage points simulta-
neously. Generally, a (𝑑 + 1)th order attack aims at breaking a 𝑑th
order masked implementation. Such attacks first combine leakage
occurring in𝑑+1 intermediate operations and then a classical attack



such as CPA can be applied to recover the key. By increasing the
number of shares, an implementer can increase the work that is
required for an attack exponentially [13].

In particular, Ishai et al. [35] show that a masked implementation
with 𝑑 + 1 shares is secure against side-channel attacks in the 𝑑-
probing model. The 𝑑-probing model considers an adversary that
can only learn up to 𝑑 intermediate values that are produced during
the cryptographic computation. The model is usually considered a
good approximation for modelling higher-order attacks.

Even though masking techniques can be theoretically secure
against wide-range of side-channel attacks, many practical effects,
such as glitches [14, 41] or transitional effects [3] that can void the
countermeasure and still leak the secret information. In such cases,
𝑑th order implementations reveal their secret values at 𝑑th or lower
order analysis. Renauld et al. [53] attribute this effect to breaching
the Independent Leakage Assumption (ILA), which states that all re-
lated shares should be manipulated independently. Even though the
ILA is assumed in theoretical cryptography, in reality this assump-
tion does not hold due to the way that modern computers work.
For example, to increase performance and reduce manufacturing
costs, modern CPUs reuse many of their internal components with-
out resetting or wiping them. Balasch et al. [3] demonstrated that
transitional effects can be destructive to masked implementations
as they halve the effective order of the analysis required when the
leakage is modelled with a Hamming-distance leakage model. In
the Hamming weight model, only a single intermediate value is
considered as a sample at a sample point. In contrast, the Hamming
distance model uses the bit difference between two intermediate
values for a sample.

To measure the effectiveness of an implemented countermeasure
such as masking, one needs to look into the leakage assessment of
cryptographic devices.

2.4 Higher-Order Side-Channel Leakage

Assessment

As discussed before, increasing the number of shares significantly
increases the attack complexity, and information from multiple
samples needs to be combined to reveal leakage of higher-order
implementations.

In contrast to univariate analysis, where each sample point is
analysed independently of other points, higher-order analysis takes
into account the joint leakage of two or more sample points. This is
similar to using multiple probes with respect to the model of Ishai
et al. [35]. A combination function is typically used to combine
mean-centered samples, and leakage assessment is then carried on
the resulting combination. Following Prouff et al. [51], we choose
the ‘product of samples’ combination function, In case of multi-
variate 𝑡-tests, the result of the combination is used as input to a
first-order 𝑡-test and analysed similar to the univariate case [57].

Let us consider a set of 𝑛 side-channel measurements𝑇𝑖 , 0 ≤ 𝑖 <

𝑛, which are known as traces. Each trace contains𝑚 sample points
denoted as 𝑡 ( 𝑗)

𝑖
, for 0 ≤ 𝑗 < 𝑚 with sample means denoted by ` ( 𝑗) ,

Then the mean centered product of a given subset of sample points
J , is given by:

𝐶𝑖 =
∏
𝑗 ∈J

(
𝑡
( 𝑗)
𝑖
− ` ( 𝑗)

)
. (1)

When |J | = 2 the combinations generated are called bivariate and
when |J | = 3 they are called trivariate.

Usually we need to consider all possible subsets J in a given
trace 𝑇𝑖 = 𝑡

(0)
𝑖

, . . . 𝑡
(𝑚−1)
𝑖

to detect the leakage using 𝑡-test. There-
fore, the complexity increase from using this approach higher-order
leakage assessment is by a factor of

( 𝑚
|J |

)
, which is exponential for

small values of |J |.

2.5 Leakage Emulators and Automatic

Countermeasures

Due to the high costs associated with evaluations that use real
devices, implementers of cryptographic code are inclined to use
emulators to determine leakage of a device [11]. The first use of such
an emulator is evidenced within the PINPAS project [21], which
had as the goal to emulate power analysis leakage in Java cards.

The most accurate method to emulate leakage is circuit-level em-
ulation. While accurate, it is also very slow due to the very realistic
reproduction of internal effects. Earlier generations that emulate
leakage for software implementations used the cipher source code
written in an high-level language [54, 65]. However, such imple-
mentations are inadequate for detecting leakage stemming from
breaches of the ILA. In addition, compilation can also introduce
breaches of ILA. Consequently, recent leakage emulators tend to use
machine code as input rather than high-level source code [18, 42, 49].
Papagiannopoulos and Veshchikov [49] developed an automated
methodology for detecting violations of the ILA in AVR assembly.
They investigate the effects of the ILA violations on an AVR micro-
controller, ATMega163. By enforcing the ILA, the authors produce
a first-order secure S-box for the RECTANGLE [68] cipher.

With Coco [30], it is possible to formally verify a masked im-
plementation down to the gate-level when the netlist of the CPU
is available. A major difference between the construction of other
leakage emulators and Coco is that Coco uses a software tool called
Verilator to convert Verilog hardware descriptions of the CPU into
C++. This enables the construction of a detailed emulator and of-
fers fine-grained information about the execution. It collects power
information for each gate and then uses a SAT-solver to find the
leaky gates. While Coco finds the exact gates that are contributing
to the leakage, it does not provide an automated fixing mechanism.

McCann et al. [42] demonstrated an emulator named Elmo that
emulates leakage based on machine instructions. The emulation
uses a statistical model that is profiled using real traces. This makes
it specific for the device it was profiled on. Elmo currently supports
ARM Cortex-M0 and ARM Cortex-M4 processors.

The recently introduced Rosita [61] aims to automate the pro-
cess of producing masked first-order implementations. Rosita uses
leakage information from an improved version of Elmo [42], which
the authors call Elmo*, to emulate the power consumption of the
target device running the software. It then uses TVLA [31] on the
emulated traces to detect instructions that leak information. When
leakage is detected, Rosita performs root cause analysis to identify
the cause of the leakage. Specifically, it performs 𝑡-test analysis on
emulated traces of each of the components of the Elmo* model,
identifying a components that show evidence of leakage. Based on
the root cause, Rosita applies rewrite rules, modifying the cipher



code with the aim of eliminating the leakage. The process repeats
until either no more rules can apply or no leakage is evident.

Similarly, Gao et al. [26] have demonstrated an Instruction Set
Extension (ISE) to RISC-V Instruction Set Architecture (ISA). The
ISE guarantees that internal states that cause leakage are cleared
acting as a barrier instruction when used in sensitive programs.

2.6 Testing for Statistical Equivalence of

Distributions

In Section 3.4 we use a statistical equivalence test during root-cause
analysis to determine which parts of the code contribute to the
leakage; In this section, we describe the statistical method we use
for equivalence testing.

The aim of statistical equivalence tests is to determine how prob-
able it is that two sampled distributions originate from the same
population. Observe that this is the opposite of what Welch’s 𝑡-test
offers. The null hypothesis of an equivalence test is that the two
distributions are different and we expect to reject it in favour of
the alternative hypothesis which states that the distributions are
the same with a given significance level. One such equivalence test
is the Two One Sided 𝑡-test (TOST) [50, 58]. As the name indicates,
TOST uses two one-sided 𝑡-tests to test whether the two distribu-
tions are equivalent. TOST is a parameterised test that requires
a lower bound and upper bound for the mean difference of the
two distributions under test as parameters. Two individual 𝑡-tests
determine whether the mean difference is lower than the upper
bound and whether it is higher than the lower bound with a given
level of significance (𝛼). Passing both 𝑡-tests indicates that the mean
difference is between the lower and upper bounds with the given
significance level.

However, TOST in its original form has a limitation when it
comes to the evaluation of the mean differences of two distributions:
when these mean differences are close or equal to the boundary
values, the TOST concludes that the distributions are not equivalent.
This happens due to the 𝑡-value of the individual 𝑡-tests resulting in
values closer to 0 when the mean differences are close to boundary
values. In the paradigm where TOST is commonly used (e.g. in drug
test trials), the boundaries are regarded as the worst values that
the mean difference can get. However, in equivalence testing for
engineering, we expect a test which accepts boundary values and
also the values which are closer to the boundaries.

To mitigate this limitation, Pardo [50] proposed the following
formulas that compute new boundaries (𝑋𝐻 and 𝑋𝐿) given a target
mean difference (`), where 𝑠 and 𝑛 are standard deviation and
cardinality of the mean differences distribution. 𝑡𝛼 is the one sided
𝑡-test value at a significance value of 𝛼 .

Selecting a critical region with 𝛼 significance level such that 𝑋𝐻

is higher than ` is given as

𝑋𝐻 = ` + 𝑡𝛼
𝑠
√
𝑛

(2)

and such that 𝑋𝐿 is lower than ` is given as

𝑋𝐿 = ` − 𝑡𝛼
𝑠
√
𝑛
. (3)

Using the confidence interval of 𝑋𝐿 and 𝑋𝐻 instead of having
arbitrarily defined values formean difference boundaries overcomes
the above-stated limitation.

3 ROSITA++ DESIGN

Past solutions that aim to automate leakage detection [21, 42, 49, 59,
65] and correction [61] focus on first-order leakage. As the security
of cipher implementations can be increased by employing more
shares in their masking schemes, there is a need for emulators
and countermeasures that can work with multivariate leakage. In
this section we describe how Rosita++, our solution for this need,
works. We outline the main challenges in performing higher-order
analysis and proceed to describe our approaches for addressing
these challenges.

3.1 Challenges for Higher-Order Analysis

The core extension required for Rosita++ to support higher-order
leakage detection andmitigation is support formultivariate analysis.
Specifically, instead of looking for instructions that show indication
of leakage, we need to look for combinations of instructions that
together show indication of leakage.

Schneider and Moradi [57] suggest a methodology for perform-
ing multivariate analysis. Their approach is to generate artificial,
multivariate traces from the original univariate traces. For that, the
original traces are first preprocessed by calculating the average
value for each sample point and subtracting the average from the
corresponding point in each trace. As Equation 1 shows, Each point
in an artificial trace represents a tuple of points in the original trace,
where the value associated with the artificial point is the product
of the values for the corresponding points in the original trace.

Our approach for performing higher-order analysis is to replace
the use of TVLA in Rositawith the Schneider-Moradi methodology.
However, while seemingly straightforward, the approach raises
significant challenges.

Challenge C1: Statistical confidence with multivariate traces

The artificial 𝑑-variate traces have an artificial sample for each
combination of 𝑑 samples in the original traces. Consequently, the
length of the multivariate traces grows exponentially with the
length of the original traces. For traces of length 𝑛, the multivariate
traces have a length of

(𝑛
𝑑

)
samples.

The de-facto standard statistical test used in TVLA is to reject
the null hypothesis, i.e. report leakage, when the absolute value of
the 𝑡-test is above a threshold of 4.5, achieving a significance level
of 0.00001. This test, however, fails to account for the multiple com-
parisons performed in TVLA, where a statistical test is performed
independently on each sample point. For a small number of points,
the effect of multiple comparisons is negligible. When the trace
length increases, multiple comparisons result in false positives,
showing leakage where no leakage exists.

Challenge C2: Increased data size

Another issue with multivariate analysis is the increase in the vol-
ume of data that needs to be processed compared with first-order
univariate analysis. Three factors contribute to this increase. First,



due to the effects of noise, the number of traces required for statis-
tical analysis grows exponentially with the order of analysis [13].
Secondly, as discussed, the artificial multivariate traces are sig-
nificantly longer than the original traces. Thirdly, to increase the
statistical confidence while handling Challenge C1 without missing
leakage we need to increase the number of traces we process.

Because Rosita++ repeatedly evaluates implementations, there
is a need for efficient methods for handling the increased amount
of data with minimal impact on analysis time.

Challenge C3:Multivariate root-cause analysis

The third challenge we face relates to performing the root-cause
analysis. Rosita performs the analysis using a 𝑡-test on each of the
Elmo* model components. Such an approach can detect univari-
ate leakage. However, detecting multivariate leakage necessitates
evaluating combinations of components. A brute-force approach
that evaluates a 𝑡-test statistics on every combination of compo-
nents is computationally expensive, particularly considering the
increased number of traces, as described in Challenge C2. Thus,
new techniques for root-cause analysis are required.

We now discuss how Rosita++ addresses these challenges.

3.2 Achieving Statistical Confidence

As discussed, Challenge C1 is that, due to the exponential increase
in the number of sample point per trace, the 𝑡-test threshold of 4.5
is no longer appropriate. This mostly affects the traces collected
from the physical experiment where we collect longer traces (10
times more samples) to reduce the effects of noise. To demonstrate
the false positives we collect 500,000 bivariate traces of a three-
share implementation of Xoodoo (further described in Section 4.3)
running on a STM32F030 Discovery evaluation board, where all
inputs are drawn uniformly at random. The experiment setup we
used is described in Section 4.1. We then split these arbitrarily into
two populations, and perform a bivariate 𝑡-test analysis, comparing
these populations with a threshold of 4.5. As Figure 1 shows, despite
the populations being sampled from the same distribution, several
false positives are present.
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Figure 1: A 𝑡-test threshold value of 4.5 for a bivariate analysis

with 1000 samples with all inputs being random.

For engineers, these false positives are typically of low impact.
Experienced engineers can typically identify false positives, e.g. by
observing the context. Alternatively, repeating the test can confirm
true positives.

Automatic tools, such as Rosita++, do not have the experience
or the insight, and must rely on statistical tools for handling false
positives. If Rosita++ is used with long code segments these false
positives will also be present in its leakage analysis. Therefore, in
Rosita++, we adopt the approach of Ding et al. [22], who propose
increasing the threshold to reduce the probability of false positives.
Specifically, Ding et al. provide a formula to calculate the threshold
given the number of samples and a desired significance level 𝛼 .
We apply the formula to the length of the bivariate trace aiming
for a significance level of 0.00001. This ensures that the probabil-
ity of a false positive error is less than .001%, which we consider
negligible. For the traces in Figure 1 we would use a threshold of
6.71, which is clearly above the largest peak in the figure. Hence, at
this threshold, the analysis does not indicate any leakage, which is
expected considering that the two populations are drawn from the
same distribution.

3.3 Handling Large Datasets

Asmentioned, several aspects of multivariate analysis result in a sig-
nificant increase in the size of data that Rosita++ needs to process.
First, for given mean and variance, theWelch 𝑡-value grows linearly
with the square root of the size of the population. Consequently,
when increasing the threshold we need a quadratic increase in the
number of traces to achieve the same detection sensitivity. Second,
the length of the multivariate artificial traces is several orders of
magnitude longer than the original univariate traces. Third, due
to the effects of noise, detecting higher-order leakage is inherently
harder then detecting first-order leakage. The combined effect of
these changes is that the amount of data that Rosita++ needs to
process is several orders of magnitude larger than that of Rosita.
When evaluating the final version of code produced by Rosita++
on real hardware, the same issue gets even more apparent because
we use longer traces as mentioned in Section 3.2.

While we are aware of works that have performed analyses at
scales similar and even larger than our work [16, 17], we could not
find public tools that perform such analyses, or even performance
figures for the analysis. Free tools such as Jlsca1, Scared2, SCALib3
seem to only offer limited capabilities. To address this challenge
we developed analysis tools from the ground up. Our analysis tools
avoid the overhead of storing the artificial traces (i.e. multivariate
combinations) by calculating them on the fly. The tools are multi-
threaded, allowing a significant speed-up, and the data is divided
point-wise between the threads, so that each thread only accesses
a limited subset of the original traces’ samples.

We acknowledge that the approach is fairly straightforward, but
we believe that the contribution is important for practical future
research into bivariate analysis.

3.4 Multivariate Root-Cause Analysis

The third challenge for Rosita++ is performing root-cause anal-
ysis on multivariate traces. The Elmo* linear regression model
consists of 28 term components, each modelling a different micro-
architectural effect. When Rosita performs univariate root-cause

1https://github.com/Riscure/Jlsca
2https://gitlab.com/eshard/scared
3https://github.com/simple-crypto/SCALib

https://github.com/Riscure/Jlsca
https://gitlab.com/eshard/scared
https://github.com/simple-crypto/SCALib


analysis, it calculates the Welch 𝑡-value for each component sep-
arately, where the leaky components are identified by observing
significant 𝑡-values.

While this approach works well for univariate leakage detection,
adapting it to multivariate leakage is not trivial. The main reason is
that, in multivariate analysis, there is no single cause for leakage.

As shown by Equation 1, a multivariate sample point is a com-
bination of many samples in the original trace. In Elmo*, each of
the original samples is calculated from the sum of 28 model compo-
nents. Searching for a combination of 𝑑 samples using a method
similar to the one used for univariate evaluation would require
evaluating 28𝑑 combinations. Even for the bivariate case of 𝑑 = 2,
the process is very inefficient with the large number of traces that
need to be processed due to increase of order [13].

To avoid searching the whole space of pairs of model compo-
nents, Rosita++ uses two new methods for finding the components
that contribute to the leak. The component eliminationmethod tests
whether removing a model component removes the leakage. While
efficient, this approach may sometimes fail. In the case of such a fail-
ure, Rosita++ reverts to aMonte-Carlo method, which tests random
combinations of components looking for evidence of component
leakage. We refrain from using the Monte-Carlo method by default
due to its inefficiency and the instability inherent in a randomised
process. We now describe these two methods in detail.

Component Elimination The basic idea behind the component
elimination method is to identify components that contribute to the
leakage by removing one component at a time from the multivariate
sample combination function (which is shown in Equation 1); we
then evaluate the combination with removed component for ab-
sence of leakage. If the removal of a component leads to the absence
of leakage at a previously leaky point, this means that the removed
component contributed to the leakage. When this process ends,
Rosita++ has a set of components that contribute to the leakage.
Rosita++ can now apply fixes using the approach of Rosita.

More specifically, component elimination consists of the follow-
ing steps. First, each component value of Elmo* is recorded with
the component index, sample index, and the trace index. There
exists 28 different components in Elmo*, the sample index is the
array index of the instruction when the emulated code segment is
unrolled into individual instructions. The trace index is a number
identifying each run of the fixed vs. random test. All of these values
are stored in a 3D matrix that is denoted by 𝑳.

Second, the multivariate leaky points for the implementation
are found by running the 𝑡-test on the final power value of Elmo*
generated while running the code segment in a fixed vs. random
input configuration.

Finally, Algorithm 3.1 is run to find the leaky components at
the leaky points recognised in the previous step. The two utility
functions that are used by Algorithm 3.1 are Normalised Product of
Samples (NPS) and NotLeaky. The first function, NPS returns the
combined traces for a given set of sample points and a given set of
components. In a nutshell, NPS returns the results of Equation 1
for an arbitrary set of components and an arbitrary set of sample
points. As the name suggests, the NotLeaky function differenti-
ates between trace sets which are significantly similar and ones
which are not. NotLeaky requires an additional run of the code

segment with all random input configuration instead of a fixed vs.
random input configuration. This run collects information required
to calculate the mean differences and variances required by TOST.

Algorithm 3.1 Find Leaky Components
𝑳: A 3Dmatrix with component values for Elmo* organised by trace index,

sample index and component index.
S: Set of 𝑑 sample points that participate in the leakage.
C: Set of all components that are in Elmo*.
NPS(𝑳, S, C) : Normalised Product of Samples. Returns the normalised

product of the power samples from reduced models which only
contain a given set of components (C) at some given sample points
(S) from a 3D matrix that holds component samples (𝑳).

NotLeaky(𝒀 ) : Determine the absence of leakage using TOST.
⊙: Elementwise multiplication operator.
1: function FLC(𝑳, S, C)
2: 𝑟 ← {}
3: for 𝑠 ∈ S do

4: 𝒙 ← NPS(𝑳, S \ 𝑠, C)
5: for 𝑡 ∈ C do

6: 𝑢 ← C \ 𝑡
7: 𝒚 ← NPS(𝑳, 𝑠,𝑢)
8: 𝒛 = 𝒚 ⊙ 𝒙
9: if NotLeaky(𝒛) then
10: 𝑟 ← 𝑟 ∪ {(𝑠, 𝑡 ) }
11: end if

12: end for

13: end for

14: return 𝑟

15: end function

While the component elimination method is efficient, it may
sometimes fail. For example, if multiple model components leak
the same share, removing any one of these components will not
eliminate the leak. Similarly, TOST may fail to demonstrate the
equivalence of the two distribution even when removing a model
component eliminates the leak.

The Monte-Carlo Method In the Monte-Carlo approach we
run a preset number of random experiments where, in each ex-
periment, we select a random subset of the model components,
and perform the 𝑡-test on hypothetical power traces with only the
selected components. For each component, we keep track of the
number of random experiments it participates in and how many
of those experiments indicate significant leakage. After we repeat
the experiment a preset number of times, we arrive at a subset of
components that contribute significantly more to the leakage.

To select the preset number of random experiments we first
performed an analysis for a code segment from Xoodoo cipher
(shown in Listing 4) only by using Monte Carlo method to detect
and remove leakage. We use the chosen preset number in all our
subsequent experiments. We first gathered 100,000 traces from this
cipher implementation and performed the initial leakage analysis.
Initially, it had 45 total leakage points. Figure 2 shows the reduction
of remaining leaky points as we gradually increase the number of
Monte Carlo experiments starting from 10. Figure 2 shows that in-
creasing number of experiments improves detection of root causes,
but after about 30 experiments the reduction of leakage is nearly



constant4. Therefore, we decided to settle at using 50, slightly more
than 30 for the sake of certainty, as the preset experiment count for
our experiments.
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Figure 2: Effectiveness in removing leakage of Monte Carlo

method for increasing number of experiments

Observe that both component elimitation and the Monte-Carlo
method are independent of the security order. We evaluate both
methods in the second and third order in Section 4.

In our experiments we find that we need to fallback to the Monte-
Carlo method in four out of 16 root-cause detections in Xoodoo, in
70 out of 262 in present, and in one out of 15 in the Boolean-to-
arithmetic conversion algorithm.

3.5 Code Rewrite

After finding the root cause of the leakage, Rosita++ selects the
code-rewrite rule that best match the detected root cause using the
code-rewrite engine of Rosita.

In a nutshell, Rosita reserves the register r7, which it initialises
with a random value. When an unintended interaction is detected,
the code rewrite engine inserts instructions that use r7 to elimi-
nate the interaction. For example, when the detected interaction is
caused by a pipeline register that is updated by two consecutive in-
structions, Rosita inserts the instruction mov r7, r7, to buffer
between the interacting instructions. Similarly, when the leakage is
from an interaction with the memory subsystem, Rosita inserts the
pair of instructions push {r7} followed by pop {r7}, which
wipes the internal state of the memory pipeline. Many other fine-
grained fixes are used to erase internal state set by other instructions
(i.e. instructions related to ALU’s operations).

Observe that we use the same code rewriting engine that was
initially designed for fixing univariate leakage. We find that it is
usable as is to also fix multivariate leakage becasue the output
of our root-cause detection algorithm matches the format of the
original Rosita output. The downside of reusing the code rewriting
engine is that we may miss opportunities for addressing multiple
leaks with a single fix. We leave optimising the code-rewrite engine
to future work.

4 EVALUATION

In this section we evaluate the effectiveness of Rosita++ in elimi-
nating leakage. First, we describe our physical experiment setup.
Second, we present toy Boolean masked examples of second and
4We have noticed no further leakage reduction even for 1000 experiments.

third order where Rosita++ fixes a single leaky point. Third, we
present the evaluation results of Rosita++’s emulation process
and root cause detection. Finally, we demonstrate effectiveness of
Rosita++ on practical code segments implemented with 3-shares.
Due to practical reasons, we limit the discussion to second and
third order. We note that Rosita++ can detect and apply fixes at
any order.

4.1 Experimental Setup

Our experimental hardware setup is depicted in Figure 3. For eval-
uation we use the STM32F030 Discovery evaluation board by ST
Microelectronics, which features an ARM Cortex-M0 based on
STM32F030R8T6 System-on-Chip (SoC), running at 8MHz. To avoid
switching noise, we power the evaluation board with batteries in-
stead of a mains-connected power supply.

To measure the power consumption of the evaluation board, we
introduce a shunt resistor across one of its power terminals. We
measure the voltage drop across the shunt resistor with a PicoScope
6404D oscilloscope, configured at a sampling rate of 78.125MHz
(12.8 ns sample interval) which translates to roughly 9.77 samples
per clock cycle. The voltage is measured with a PicoTechnology TA
046 differential probe connected to the oscilloscope via a Langer
PA 303 preamplifier.

We use two of the I/O pins of the board to trigger the acquisi-
tion. One indicates trace start and the other indicates the end. To
increase signal stability, interrupts are disabled for the duration of
each trace, using __disable_irq() before the start trigger and
__enable_irq() after the end trigger.

To orchestrate the experiment, we used a PC with a serial con-
nection to our device under test. The PC controls all aspects of the
experiment, and in particular it selects the type of the experiment
(i.e. fixed vs. random) and the randomness used. The tested device
is oblivious to the type of experiment and uses the inputs received
from the PC. To reduce the communication overhead the PC uses
bulk transfer to send the inputs for multiple successive experiments,
which the device executes sequentially.

We post-processed the traces to improve signal quality. Firstly,
we aligned the traces statically using a correlation-based alignment,
reducing sample drift. We then used a highpass filter to remove
frequencies below 400KHz. Before filtering, the signal was zero
padded to avoid introduction of transients [63].

4.2 Evaluation of second and third-order

Boolean masked toy example

1 ; nop padding
2 ldrb r4, [r1]
3 push {r7}
4 pop {r7}
5 ; nop padding
6 ldrb r5, [r2]
7 ldrb r6, [r3]
8 ; nop padding

Listing 1: A Toy Example (second order)

Before we evaluate Rosita++ on real-world software examples, we
demonstrate its effectiveness on a toy example, shown in Listing 1.
The code presents a typical operation in second-order protected



Figure 3: Measurement setup

implementation that uses Boolean masking. Specifically, it assumes
that registers r1, r2, and r3 contain the addresses of three shares
that represent a secret value. The code uses three ldrb instructions
to load the masked value into three registers, r4, r5, and r6. We
note that the code is nominally second-order secure, because all
instructions process at most one share of the secret. However, as we
see below, unintended interactions between the load instructions
at Lines 6 and 7 result in second-order leakage.

To avoid first-order leakage through a combination of the three
load instructions, we separated the first load (Line 2) from the rest of
the code. We added the push and pop instructions in Lines 3 and 4
to remove interactions between the first load and the following
two loads. (See Shelton et al. [61] for details.) We further added
sequences of nine nop instructions (concretely, mov r7, r7) to
avoid unintended interaction through the processor’s pipeline and
to achieve a clear temporal separation between the loads. Last, we
add short sequences of nop instructions around the code to create
a temporal separation between the measured code and the triggers.

In Figure 4a we see the results of bivariate leakage analysis on
two million traces collected using our experimental setup. The
figure is a heatmap, where the X and Y axes indicate the samples
that are combines to create the artificial bivariate sample. The
colour of each combined sample indicates the magnitude of the
fixed vs. random 𝑡-test analysis for the combined sample. The figure
is symmetric across its main diagonal.

Examining the figure we find that there are two regions that
show a 𝑡-test value above our threshold of 4.5. These occur at the
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(a) Before applying code fixes. Leakage is visible around coordinates

(50,200) and (200,50). 𝑡-value peak: 6.86.
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(b) After applying code fixes no leakage is present (𝑡-value peak:

3.15)

Figure 4: Evaluating a toy example.

combinations of samples around 50, which corresponds to Line 2
of Listing 1, and sample 200, which corresponds to Line 7. Running
Rosita++ also shows that the combination of Line 2 and Line 7
leaks. Root-cause analysis shows that Lines 6 and 7 interact both
through the processor pipeline and through the memory bus.

To fix the leakage, Rosita++ first inserts a mov r7, r7 in-
struction between Line 6 and Line 7, and repeats the analysis to
check that the leakage has been eliminated. Finding that there is
still leakage through the memory bus, Rosita++ further adds a
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(a) Before applying code fixes. 𝑡-value peak of 6.85 at (42,28,7)
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(b) After applying code fixes. 𝑡-value peak of 3.31 at (19,0,6)

Figure 5: Evaluating a toy example.

combination of push and pop instructions, producing the code in
Listing 2. Rosita++ required 200,000 emulated traces to apply fixes
for this implementation. Running the bivariate analysis on the code
shows no evidence of second-order leakage, as shown in Figure 4b.

1 ; nop padding
2 mov r7, r7
3 ldrb r4, [r1]
4 push {r7}
5 pop {r7}
6 ; nop padding

7 ldrb r5, [r2]
8 mov r7, r7
9 push {r7}
10 pop{r7}
11 ldrb r6, [r3]
12 ; nop padding

Listing 2: Fixed Toy Example

We extended the second order Boolean masked implementation
shown in Listing 1 to the third order by introducing another share
to it. The code for this implementation is shown in Listing 3. Similar
to the second order version, we intentionally design the example to
leak operand information from the last two ldr instructions. This
implementation was fixed by Rosita++ with two million emulated
traces. To detect leakage in the physical device we had to collect
30 million traces. Figure 5a shows the detected leakage from a 3rd
order 𝑡-test. A first order 𝑡-test was run on the combined traces that
were combined using Equation 1 with a window of 50 samples. In
contrast, Figure 5b shows the results of the 𝑡-test that was run on
30 million side-channel traces taken from the physical experiment
after applying Rosita++’s fixes.

1 ldr r3, [r1,#0]
2 push {r7}
3 pop {r7}
4 ; nop padding
5 ldr r4, [r1,#4]
6 push {r7}
7 pop {r7}
8 ; nop padding
9 ldr r5, [r1,#16]
10 ldr r6, [r1,#20]
11 ; nop padding

Listing 3: A Toy Example (third order)

Comparing Emulated and Real Traces: To better understand
the relationship between emulated and real traces, we compared
the leakage observed in the traces in terms of signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). For this experiment we used 20,000 random input traces
coming from the emulation and the real experiments using the
code segment shown in Listing 1; we chose this number because
it is sufficient to find leakage in the emulated traces using TVLA.
We computed SNR for the leaking values that need to be combined
for bivariate analysis: hamming weight (HW) of 4 bytes of 𝑟1 and
HW of 4 bytes of 𝑟2 ⊕ 𝑟3. For the real experiments these values
were between 0.041 and 0.063 for the bytes of 𝑟1 and between 0.012
and 0.014 the bytes of 𝑟2 ⊕ 𝑟3. We could not compute the SNR
directly for the emulated traces since the emulation is deterministic
and therefore, noise-free. We added a sufficient amount of noise to
generate similar SNR to the real experiments. We used Gaussian
Noise with means 0 and standard deviation of 0.25% of the signal
amplitude for the bytes of 𝑟1 and 0.1% for the bytes of 𝑟2⊕𝑟3. We do
not know fromwhere this leakage difference is exactly coming from,
but we suspect that we simply found a slight difference between
the emulated and the real measurements.

We conclude that if we introduce between 0.1% and 0.25% ratio
of noise to the emulated traces then we obtain a similar SNR to the
real traces. Moreover, we can use 25 times less traces than in the



𝑎0,0 = 𝑎0,0 ⊕ (¬𝑎1,0 ∧ 𝑎2,0) ⊕ (𝑎1,0 ∧ 𝑏2,0) ⊕ (𝑏1,0 ∧ 𝑎2,0)
𝑏0,0 = 𝑏0,0 ⊕ (¬𝑏1,0 ∧ 𝑏2,0) ⊕ (𝑏1,0 ∧ 𝑐2,0) ⊕ (𝑐1,0 ∧ 𝑏2,0)
𝑐0,0 = 𝑏0,0 ⊕ (¬𝑐1,0 ∧ 𝑐2,0) ⊕ (𝑐1,0 ∧ 𝑎2,0) ⊕ (𝑎1,0 ∧ 𝑐2,0)

Listing 4: Xoodoo code segment under test

real experiment to detect leakage using TVLA, since we can detect
leakage using emulation with 20,000 traces and we need 500,000 in
the real experiments.

4.3 Evaluated Cryptographic Implementations

We now turn our attention to more realistic examples. Before per-
forming the evaluation we use Rosita to detect and eliminate any
first-order leakage from the code. We further perform a first-order
fixed vs. random TVLA with 2,000,000 traces on the real hardware
to verify that no first-order leakage is detected. For the evaluation,
we use Rosita++ to detect and correct second-order leakage for
500,000 simulated traces. We then collect 2,000,000 power traces
from each of the original and the fixed software, and perform bivari-
ate second-order analysis to identify any leakage. We evaluate two
cryptographic implementations and one cryptographic primitive,
which we describe below.

Xoodoo Xoodoo was proposed by Daemen et al. [19] and a
reference implementation is available from Bertoni et al. [7]. We
converted this code to a three-share implementation based on the
Threshold Implementation (TI) approach [48]. TI schemes were
proposed to prevent the leakage from “glitches” that can occur in
hardware implementations. The concept is accomplishing the goal
of masking through a number of shares with some additional prop-
erties. Specifically, the non-completeness property of TI enforces
that no operation should involve more than two shares.

Xoodoo’s state is 48 bytes in length. The state is divided into
three equal blocks called planes, each consisting of four 32-bit words.
𝑥𝑖, 𝑗 denotes the 𝑗 th 32-bit word of the 𝑖th plane of share 𝑥 , where
𝑥 ∈ {𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐}. Listing 4 shows the algorithm segment that we
analyse, which forms part of the start of the Xoodoo 𝜒 function. Our
initial C implementation demonstrated first-order leakage caused by
the optimiser merging shares. We therefore manually implemented
the code in assembly, ensuring that shares are not merged.

Present Present is a block cipher based on a substitution
permutation network, which was proposed by Bogdanov et al. in [9].
It has a block size of 64-bit and the key can be 80 or 128 bits long.
The non-linear layer is based on a single 4-bit S-box facilitating
lightweight hardware implementations.

We implemented present with side-channel protection in soft-
ware based on TI with three shares, as described by Sasdrich et al.
[56, Alg. 3.2]. Thus, at least in theory, the implementation should
not leak in the first order. We used the code shown in Listing 5
that implements a part of the present S-box, involving 3 shares
𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3 and the lookup table𝑇 . The table is an 8-bit to 4-bit lookup
table where the inputs are two 4-bit nibbles. Each table lookup used
to compute 𝑡𝑖 is repeated 16 times to cover the complete 64-bit
shares.

Observe that threshold implementations with three shares pro-
vides provable first-order security, but only limited protection
against the second-order attacks [48]. Therefore, we can expect

𝑡3 = T(𝑥1, 𝑥2)
𝑡2 = T(𝑥3, 𝑥1)
𝑡1 = T(𝑥2, 𝑥3)

Listing 5: Present code segment under test

that diminished second-order leakage may occur for both Xoodoo
and present implementations.
Second-order Boolean-to-arithmetic masking Boolean-to-
arithmetic masking [32] is a cryptographic building block that
converts a Boolean mask to an arithmetic mask. It is often used
in side-channel resistant implementations of cryptographic algo-
rithms that mix Boolean and arithmetic operations (for example,
ChaCha [5]). We implement and evaluate the second-order Boolean-
to-arithmetic masking of Hutter and Tunstall [33, Alg. 2].

In our evaluation this procedure takes as input boolean shares
𝑥 ′ = 𝑥 ⊕ 𝑟1 ⊕ 𝑟2, where 𝑥 , 𝑟1 and 𝑟2 are random in Z232 . For side-
channel protection, the procedure uses three additional masks 𝛾1,
𝛾2, and 𝛼 also random in Z232 . It computes 𝑥 ′′ = 𝑥 + 𝑠1 + 𝑠2, where
𝑥 ′′, 𝑠1, and 𝑠2 are the output arithmetic shares. This implementation
is proven to be second-order secure in [33] and therefore, we do
not expect to see leakage in an implementation protected with
Rosita++.

4.4 Emulation results
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Figure 6: Discovered and remaining leakage points when

fixed code from previous iteration is used as input to the

next iteration of Rosita++

We used Rosita++ to fix the leakages that were discovered in
the code segments introduced above in Section 4.3. Specifically, we
focus on leakage discovered by a bivariate fixed vs. random 𝑡-test.

To analyse the relationship between the number of traces and
leakage discovery, we ran Rosita++ on the unprotected ciphers,
varying the number of traces from 20,000 to 500,000 at steps of
20,000. In each iteration we used the output of the previous iteration
as the input. Each iteration performed emulation and root-cause
detection. The emulation results are shown in Figure 6. This proves
to be more efficient than running Rosita++ a single time with a
large number emulation traces. The reason for the efficiency of the
iterations based method with gradually increasing trace counts is
that leakage is fixed as it is detected so that large numbers of traces



Implementation Emulation time Root Cause Det. time

Xoodoo 1:35:41 3:12
Present 1:55:19 24:46
Boolean to arithmetic 1:08:19 1:07

Table 1: Time taken for emulation and root-cause detection

Implementation Unprotected Protected Increase

size (cycles) size (cycles)

Xoodoo 56 76 36%
Present 114 330 189%
Boolean to arithmetic 75 97 29%

Table 2: Performance overhead of fixes

Trace set Samples Wall Clock Time

Xoodoo unprotected 1000 4:51
Xoodoo protected 1400 33:50
Present unprotected 1400 28:31
Present protected 3500 7:02:00
Boolean to arithmetic unprotected 1000 4:18
Boolean to arithmetic protected 1200 8:51

Table 3: Bivariate analysis time

are not required for fixing all the leakage points that are detected.
Table 1 shows the emulation and root cause detection time when
fixed code is used from the previous iteration. Table 2 shows the
performance overhead of the code fixes.

We observe that after emulation 500,000 traces for the fixed vs.
random 𝑡-test, there was only one remaining leakage in the Xoodoo
masked implementation. Present and Boolean-to-arithmetic im-
plementations did not have any remaining leakage points. However,
when running the physical experiments we observed that the re-
maining leakage in Xoodoo was not significant.

1 ldrb r2, [r4, #16]
2 lsls r1, r1, #4
3 adds r1, r3, r1
4 ldrb r0, [r1, r2]

Listing 6: Leaky code segment of fixed present

4.5 Physical experiment results

Figure 7 compares the 𝑡-test values of side-channel traces for the
three ciphers before and after Rosita++, as measured on the physi-
cal device. The top row (Figures 7a to 7c) show the leakage of the
original implementations, whereas the bottom row (Figures 7d to 7f)
shows the leakage after applying Rosita++. The three implemen-
tations were protected using 500,000 emulated traces. Collecting
the traces took around 8 hours for present and for Boolean-to-
arithmetic, and around 9:30 hours for Xoodoo, which requires sig-
nificantly more mask bytes, slowing down the communication with
the PC.

As the figures show, for Xoodoo and the Boolean-to-arithmetic
masking conversion, Rosita++ completely eliminates leakage. How-
ever, for present some leakage is not fixed. Further analysis shows
that this leakage is caused by interactions through the address bus.
Listing 6 shows the first leaky segment of the code corresponding to
samples (700, 440) in Figure 7e. We confirmed this leakage through
correlation based testing against actual share values and their com-
binations. The registers used for addressing in the ldrb instruction
at Line 4 carry one share each. Our investigation showed that sam-
ple 440 originates from this point. Additionally, the missing share
is provided by the instruction that corresponds to sample 700. Both
points show high correlation to the share values. Therefore, this
leakage becomes observable as second-order leakage. We confirmed
this leakage pattern by reproducing the same effect in a separate
fixed vs. random experiment which has only two shares that is used
in an ldrb instruction for addresses. It showed significant first
order leakage at 200,000 traces.

Because our tooling does not detect address leakage, this code
cannot be currently corrected. Moreover, we suspect that that the
leakage might be present here due to the used threshold implemen-
tation algorithm and therefore, solving it is out of the scope of this
work.

4.6 Tools for Leakage Analysis

We now present the performance of our second-order analysis tools.
We run the tools on a desktop computer, featuring an Intel Core
i9-10900K CPU and 32GB of memory. We spawn 10 threads and
perform bivariate analysis of four cryptographic implementations.
For each implementation we use our measurement setup to collect
2M traces from the real experiments, which we analyse to draw
the heatmaps shown in Figure 7. The results are shown in Table 3.
The number of threads used can be changed to fit the underlying
hardware, the thread count is dependent on the equal sized splits
that are done along the sample axis. It is given by 𝑆 (𝑆 +1) ÷2where
𝑆 is the number of equal sized splits. For our runs, 𝑆 was set at 4.
Without parallelisation the run time will be 8 times slower if run
in a single thread as 4 out of 10 of the threads do half of the work.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Since the introduction of side-channel attacks, implementation
security of embedded devices has been under the immense scrutiny
and constant threat of being exploited. Even with theoretically
sound measures such as masking, the devices tend to exhibit some
leakages in practice due to unintended interactions in hardware.
Mostly manual evaluation involving a tedious decision process
and applying fixes to such “leaky” implementations have since
been adopted. Some automatic countermeasures have also been
developed, but all of them target univariate leakage.

In this work, we set out to automate the detection and application
of fixes for high order secured implementations through multivari-
ate analysis. We have demonstrated that it is possible to fix almost
all detected leakage for three second-order masked implementa-
tions using our root cause analysis. Furthermore, we have shown
practically that our methodology also is applicable for the third
order analysis. It is a significant improvement over previous auto-
matic countermeasure application methods due to its simplicity.
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(a) Xoodoo: before applying code fixes,
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(b) Present: before applying code fixes,

𝑡-value peak: 55.13
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(c) B-to-A: before applying code fixes, 𝑡-

value peak: 9.13
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(d) Xoodoo: after applying code fixes, 𝑡-

value peak: 6.44
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(e) Present: after applying code fixes,

𝑡-value peak: 12.38
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(f) B-to-A: after applying code fixes, 𝑡-

value peak: 3.91

Figure 7: Evaluation of three cryptographic primitives (B-to-A stands for Bollean to arithmetic)
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